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IMPROVEDLOWERBOUNDSFOR 
THECOMPLEXi4"YOFF~NITESEMICROUPS 
$j 0. Cntroduction 
In tCP62, Kruhn and Rhcxics f t 1 proved the following decomposition theorem 
for finite semigroups (and finite state automata). We say that a semigroup S &vi&~ 
a semigroup Tdwrittcn S 1 7) iff S is a homumorphic image of a subsemigroup-of 
T. The pair @ , S) denotes the right regular eptescntation ofS, i.e., the faithful 
transformation semigroup given by S acting on itself by right multiplicati~Jm. Let 
JtcfS) denote the Jordan--Holder factors of the mtiximal subgroups of S. Thus 
&i(S) is a coflcction of simple groups. Let U, = fR,b)‘*, a three-element idempotent 
semigroup, where I is the identity and xu =a, xb ‘= b for all x E U3 . Notix that cl; 
contains no non-trivial subgroups. Such a semigroup is called ~~rrt_abinatorra~P. 
0.1. Theorem. ttf S be a finite stmigroup. 77102 them exist sernigmups S, , . . . , Sn 
E JH(S) u (U3} suclz that 
s 1 (s;, s,, w . . . w (Sf ,s, ) (wreuth prcafucr). 
The proof of this theorem can be found in [ 1. ] oc [ 21, chapter 5. Two imme- 
diate corollaries are 
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n, just as the simple groups are the building blocks af finite groups, the simple 
3 arc the building biwks of finite scmigrcpups. 
of complexity of a semigroup is a natural consequence of ll~eorcm 
h pr0duct 0f transtbrmation groups is a transf0rmatiori group, and 
tto product of combinatorial semigroups ISagain combinatorial. Thus by 
djaccnt groups ~?f (0.2) together and ,qthering the adjacent U, semi- 
the (X,, Ti) are alternately transformatron groups and combinatorial trans- 
migroups. Considering ail equaticlns of type (0.5). define the graup 
gG (S), to be 
=(; (SF min (n : n = the number of groups used in equations of type (OS)). 
an example, tf (0.5) is a shortest wreath produot dccamposition for S of type 
(05) and m 1% even, then tiCi (S) = $m. IfS is a non-trivial group, l;‘r; (S)= I; ifS 
. =(; (S) = 0. (Far a$ymus definition of complexity. see 121~ 
migraups of each comptetity. for if F&X,,) is the semigroup of aSI 
~ti~n~ on n letters then #G t&Y, )) = n- f (see 13 ] ). Thus, a reasonable pro- 
o IS to develop methods for computing 4, (S) for any semigf~up S. This pro- 
n has been completed for semigroups which are unions of groups. In &is case, 
Q (S) can be computed in terms uf certain hlomomorphic mages of S and also in 
of the subseflugroup structure of S. (For this theory, see (41 and [2] v chap- 
for union of groups, hlollrvever, do not yield a ss>tutian to the 
era! case. At first, methods for computing ;fc; (S) for a general 
were sought in terms of homomorphism chains of S as in the 
Now it appears that a more fruitful approach will be through 
chains of S. These speck4 chains, the subject of [S] and this 
unds to +; (S). 
The basic idea here is to define two distinctly different types of semigroups, type I 
and type II, with the property that if T is a subsemigroup of S (written JPs S), T 
is type II and S is type I, then #$; (T) C ?$-- (S). Then, if 
is a ch3in of subsemigroups ofS such that Ti, i = I, . . . V N, are non-combinatorial 
typ 1 semigroups and Ui, d = i , . . . , II-- 1) are type II semigroups, then it is easy 
to show that n ( #G (S). 
The problem is to properly define type 1 and type II, and then to develop useful 
methods for finding these subsemigroups of S. This approach to complexity was 
first used in the union of groups case (121, chapter 9), but the first attempt o use 
it ir’l general was in [ 5 1. The present paper generalizes and improves the results of 
151. in [ 5 j y fi%(S), the sub%?migroup of S generated by the idempotenrs of s, 
played the role of type 11, and a special semigroup called “I‘, ” played the role of 
type 1. The function *I from zrll t’mite semigroups into the non-negative integers 
was defined by maximizing uver 311 series of type (J3.6) for S, and ";tJ (S) 5 #(; (s) 
was established. In that paper it was conjectured that +J = i;tc; in general. It was 
known to be true in many special cases, such as union of groups. inverse. com- 
mutative, O-simple, full transformation semigroup and two J class semigroups ( ee 
[9J 9. However, 3 counterexample to the conjecture was found and its discovery 
let to the B:neralixation of “1 to “tS in this paper, We have #I (S) _< 3s (S) 
5 qG (S), but in general sfi 7c qs, hence +I # sG. The question ow is: 
does T$g (Ss = +; (S)? 
5 1 reviews the definitions 3nd results of [Sl , defines type f and type II sub- 
semigroups and the new lower bound #s (S), and shows that ZJ (S) 5 Thy (s) 
$2 b de voted to developing the theory of type II elements and typ II semi- 
groups. Thl:: main theorem (Theorem 2.39) gives 3 usefuf constructive method for 
finding all :*egular type 11 elements of a semigroup (and, hence, the entire type II 
subsemigrcup of a regular semigroup). The counter-example to + = tiG is then 
given in EBsmple 2.52. 
$3 proves an important consequence of the theory of type II elements: If 
(,S)II, the s.Jbsemigroup of all type II elements of S, is combinatorial, thr:n 
qG (S) 5 i. In fact, the theorem is stronger and states that (S)ll is combinatoriai 
iff S dividdas ( Y, C) w (A’, G), where C is combinatorial and (AT, (3) is a transforma- 
tion group, 
$4 develops the theory of type I semigroups. 
55 sh~s that fhere exist semigroups of every complexity whose idempotents 
generate acombinatorial semi- WJ p. In fact, they ;ne all 3-generated, regular semi- 
groups an.2 every c qclic subsemigroup has order less than tir equal to 83. 
8 t. Lower bounds for complexity 
cy to the definitisrt of the lowed bund PI in [5 1 and to the definition of 
present paper is the ‘R 1 ‘* semigroup. An ‘%I *’ semigroup is a semigroup 
icfo m-3 tic> distinct idempstents are R equivalent i i.e., each R dass contains 
t one idcmpotcnt. For cxmple, inverse semigrurlps and commutative semi- 
wo idempotent s~migroup Cl, = {a, h)‘; the two (idempatcnt) 
rc R equivalent. Clearly, S is an “P;I i ‘” scmigrnup iff Ut 5 S. But 
, Lemma 3.6, it is shown that Ut < S iff U, f S and that C::, 
E LRH. that 1s. if (i’t 1 S, X., Sl (semldiaeut product), then U, 1 S, or U, 1 S2. 
tbs. me may e&y conclude that the a&xtian af “RI ‘* semigroups i
under dsviston. and direct. semidirect and wreath products. 
The important hmg about “R 1 ” semigroups i the fblitlwing: 
The proof of this proposition is given in 5 2 of [S] and will not be rqxated here 
cept for the key step. which proves that inverse semigroups (and their subsemi- 
roup have 4zompkxity fess than or equal to ( 2. G). 
therefin, C(S) < (2, G). In purtimhr, GG (Sj 5 1. 
f. It 1s well known (see [ 101, Theorem 1.20) thar: S is embcddabk in ahe sym- 
verg sem@oup on n Ictters, denoted here by SISR (X,,). Sf SR CX, ) is the 
1 partiat i; 1 maps on n ietters(see ither [ lo), chapter 1, or 121, chapter 1. 
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= (i)g for ail i in the domain off. It is easy to verify that 4~ is an onto homomorphisnt. 
TIWSS I srs, (X,, j ! (Lb, U, 1 w (X,, SJ iid C (Sj ,< (2, G). 
The remainder of the proof of Proposition 1.1 in f 5) utilizes subdirect decompo- 
sition, machine quations and an induction argument (see [5] ). 
Since (53 was wr+ -5 the fundamental Iemma of complexity has been estab- 
lished (see [6-Sj ) aHowing a quicker proof of the remainder of Fropasition 1. I. 
The fundamental lemma says that if.5 --* T is a r-homomorphism ( I- 1 when re- 
stricted to subgroups of S), then 
An outline f4Alows{refer to 121 for ;inexpltaincd notatir)n and results): 
Ia). It-S is bgth ‘*I? 1 ” and an RM r;ernigroup. then S is an subsemigroup of an in- 
verse semigroup. 
(b). Let S be “R i ** .Consider 
(15) S -;-SR”<KM! (J)X . ..x Kh_1,(S), 
where the KM, (5”) are the basic RM semigroups of S. By ( I A), C(S) 1s I[ 1, C) 
8 C (SR51 ). By Mont 1 for complexity. 
t 1.6) C(SH”)=LCiB(C(RM,~S)):i=l,...n}. 
Since each R&i, IS) is a subsemigraetp of an inverse semigroup, G KM, (S)) < (2, G) 
by Proposition 1.2. Then by(i.6),C(SR” 15 (2,G), and by I1 A), C(S) 5 (I, C) 
Q (2, G) = (2, G)* This proves Proposition 1.1. 
We now define type I and type II subsemigroups: 
1.7. Definition. A semigroupS _< T is a rypa 1 subsamigmrrp of Tiff whenever 
is given, where T’ is ti semigroup, C is a combinatoriai semigroup, and a, fi are cpi- 
morphisms, then there exists a subsemigroup S’ 5 T’ such that a (S’j = S and 0 (S’) 
is an “IQ ” semigroup. 
1.9. Rtnoark. (a). The property “type 1”’ is preserved under isomorphisms, i.e., if 
s is a typf I sub~Iltigroup of Tand 0 : 7 * T’ is an komorphism. then 8 (S) IS a 
migroup af T’. This is clear from the definitiorl. 
s a typ I subsemigroup of T and S < T < 11, then S is a type I subsemi- 
oup of t”. This is easily seen from the detinitlon. 
ftitisn. A semigroup that is a type 1 subsemigroup of itself is called an 
@JW i sem&mz4p or, for short, a type I smigwrrp. 
1.11. Kensark. An example of an absolute type I semigroup is the ‘* Tt *’ lsetnigroup 
ntigroup is one which is generated by a linear chain of’ its own L 
f&Won 3. I of 151 or $4 of the present paper. Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 
8w tk3t 3 “Tt l * semigroup is type 1. 
e now present an alternate and more motivated ldefkitiorr of type I. 
If.5 1s type I with respect o TF then by definition, given T** T’apr (1”) 
< T’ such that q (S’) = S and p1 (S’) is “l?, “. 
ch that 3 CC’) 
se whenever we have T d--- T’ _f C;X+, C, there exists S’ < 7” 
= S and ps (S’) is l ‘R 1 ‘*. ILet T &--- T’---++ C be given, where C 
binatorid and o, 0 are epimorphisms. Embed T’ in T’ X C by i (t’ ) = (I’, o(i)) 
T’ X C. Ckarty i is a monomorphism. Then we have 
Therefore. by assumption, there exists S” < i (T’) such that tu- i (S”) = S and 
Since i--l is merely the projection map on the left coordinat,e of 
< T’ such that i- 1 (S”) = S’ and S” = ((s’, p is’) : s’ E S’} . 
en pt fS”) = fi (S’), and we hare or (S’) = S and 0 (S’j is l ‘l?t ‘I’. Thus S is a type 1 
igroup of T, and the definitions are equivalent. 
t.n* furition, A semigroup S _ < T is a typo II dwemigroup r,f T iff whenever 
.f4) T--9.__T’L-_ 
ere G is a group and aJ are epimorphisms, then there exists a subsemi- 
hthata(Si)=Sandp(S’j= (I},theidentityofG. 
1.15. Rarnark. (a). The property “type II” is preserved under isumorphisms. 
(b). If S is type II with respect to Tand S < T< U, then S is type II with 
respect to Cr. Both these remarks are clear from the definition. 
The mutrvatit.~n for the definitions of types f and II is the follcswing: 
Roof. If S is a group, then so is T, . The only typ Il. subsenqijroup of a gr;yp is 
the trivial ~nigroup cc?nsisting of the Identity. (Consider the diagram G -- G 
-S+ G,) Thus ;Yr; (r2) = 0, while ++ yG (S) = 1. Thus, when c‘(S) = ( I l G), the prop- 
wition is true. The cases ( I, C) and f t , CvG) cannot occur, by assumpti!on. 
Now consider the ~‘asfls 6(S) = (2, C), (2. G) and (2, CvG). #,;(S) = 1. If C (S) 
* (2, C), there exists a group G and a combinatorial semigroup C such that 
s +&- $ c G X, C. Thus, since T, is type I with respect to S, there exists 
I”; 5 S’ s;ch that 9 (,r; ) = T, and pi ( T; ) is “R 1. ‘* . Thus we have I’, ++L 7; 5 
G X,pl (Ti ). But 3 group is “Kt ” and “RI ” is closed under division smd 
semidirect products, so T, is “K l ‘* and C(T, ) < (I!, C). 
T&n in ati three abovcr mentioned c‘ascs, it is clear that there exists :I group l; 
and a combinatorial semigroup C such that 
t ) is combinatorial, so #G (Tzj) = 0. The ass~crtion hotds in this case. 
consider the c=ases C(S) = [n,C) and (nCUC), II ,> 3. Then gG’ (S) =+I 
# (n- I) if n is odd. Then there exists a semigroup U and 
semigroup C such that 
there exists a group .Y and a semigroup V such that 
where 
\ 4%G (v) =. 
j=(n--2) ifn even. 
\ 
. 
f+-3) if n odd. 
Sfnee 7’2 is a type 31 semigroup of Tt , we can concfude that 
T 2 -Tz”L vx, {I}* 
“tc_ U2) < gG t v) *( fiec; [,‘;) -- 1. The assertion is proven in these cases. 
If c IS) = (n, G), n ? 3, then C [Tt ) 5 (PZ, G). Then by an argument identical to 
e immediately above, we see that #G (7” j + 1 (= #G (X) in this case. I’his 
tsthec acid proves the proposition. 
w defkc #$ (S) and prove that it is a lower bound to complexity, i.e., 
r all finite semigroupsS. 
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t.2U. Definition. Let S be a finite serni~r~u~ and consider chains of subsetnigroups 
of S, 
The tower bound #Q of [S J used absolutes, that is, “7’) ” smigroups for type I 
and idcnl~~tent~gsneratcd semigroups for type 11. 
1.23. Definition. Let S be a finite semigroup and consider chains of subsemigroups 
ufS 
f. Ever), chain of type ( 1.24) is a chain of type (1.2t ). 
iame heiore %p and rt was conjectured in [S] that $I IS) = _^c QS) 
r~~;grou~ S. At th;;lt rime, the nuthclrs knew it to be true for the following 
of ~n~~gr~ups~ uniort of groups; “R I “. which includes inverse and commuta- 
web matrgx semigroups, which includes &simple; and the full transformation 
3up. kter. the second-named author proved it to be true fur semigroups 
th at most twc3 non-zero ,I classes in 191. 
fbwew. a scluntercxample to the conjecture was found, and its discoveT Xed 
nerahzation ~3f =I to es. This example is given in Example 2.52. S, the 
l,trp rn question, is one m which the idempotents generate acombinatorial 
tsup. forcing JQ (S) = t . But “6 (S) = 2, so ia was evident that EG 6) was not 
crravgh a type it semigroup to determine complexity. 
5 8% devoted to a larger example, which shows that there exist semigroups S of 
complexity with EG f.7) combinatorial. These examples hatter the once-heid 
that EG fS) exerted :iome iontrolling force on gc; (S). 5 2 Jcvelops the 
f” type 11 subsemigroups, and 84 develops the theory of type 1 subsemi- 
s. The generahz~tion from EG (S) to type II has yielded a distinctly improved 
bund ss. it has not yet been exhibited that the improvement of “T, ” semi- 
ps tcs type f improves the lower bounds. 
5 2. Type II subsemigmups and elements 
For Theorem t 22 to be valuable, we must be able to recognize and comgu te 
mrgroups. in this section, we introduce and develop theoretical prop- 
f type ft elements and give a constructive method for finding all regular 
ekments of a semigrc3up (Theorem 2.39). The set of all type 11 elements of 
e untrue maximal type li subsemigroup ol‘ S. Also, as promised in lj 1, we 
CounterexampIe to ?$, = p”(; (Ex;tmple 2.52). 
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By the nature of the definition uf typ II subscrnigroups, it is possible to define 
type 11 elenwnts and show the existence of a biggest ype II subsemigroup of a serni- 
group: 
2.1. &$hitim~ Arr eleqrent s E S is a r_t*pe II eknzent r&‘S iff whenever S +&-- S’ 
L C;’ is g-ivcn, where OS’ is a semigroup, G is a group, ald a, 6 are epimorphisms, 
then there exists S’ E S’ such that u (s’) = s and p (s’) = 1 E G. The set of ail type II 
&men ts of S wili be dcnotcd (S)ll. 
ProoK Eviderrtfy, by d@finitian, ewery clemqnt c9fa type II subsenGgruup OV is a 
type II cfement of S. ‘If T is a hype II subsemigruup c>f S, then T.5 (:i)n . VW must 
show that ($)rt Is ynigroup. 
Let s ,.-“-- S’ --+ G be given, and kt s, t f tS),, . Then there exist s’, t’ ES’ 
su~hthatO~S’)=S,i3TS’)= 8.ru(t’)=t,@{~j= f.Thenclear[ya(s’t’)=stand 
fi Q’t ’ ) r= I * so st E (S),, . Thercfilre (S)f, is a semigroup. 
Proof. Since ia) is triviaJ and {c) follows from {a) and {bk it suffices to prove (b). 
Thus we assume 8 : S--=++ T and SU~JBCW T &-- 7” :+ G is given with G a 
group. Then ccnnsidcr S* I= {(B (s), f) E TX S) < TX S. We note that s -+ (8 (s), s) 
is an isomorphism j of S onto S*. Now we have 
where &(t’, s) = tar (r’), 3) and 0 (t’, s) = fi [I’). 
Now let s E is),, and let 0 (s) = 1. Then j (s) = (f, s) E (7 X Sq,, so there exists 
(t’., S) E T’ X S -wch that &(t’. S) = (I, S) and @(t’, s) = J E G’. Hut by the definition 
of &and 3. CL If’] = I and d(f) = 1. Therefore f E ( 7Jls and 0 [(S’),, ] <: ( 7111. 
We prove the reverse inclusion by using a compactness argument. Consider the 
tian of aI1 diagrams 
a ( frnitc) semigroup. Gk is a group, and a& ) ok are cpimorphisrns. The 
ti~prr of aft such diagrams i countable. so WG can let k = i ,2,3, . . . * Now 
2.4. if a is an endomorphism, then a i(S), ] = [a (S)] II 
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We next give some methods for finding type II elements of a semigroup. 
2.9. Definition. Let 9, I E S. Then f is a rveok invc~ of s ES iff given S a S’ 
.%+ G, where G is a group, and 8 and q are epimorphisms, there exist s’, t’ E S’ 
so that Q(s’) = s, 8 (t’) = t and 4 (s’) = 9 (1’) -. 1 . Denote the set of weak inverses to 
sES by s*. 
We notice that I E 5” iff s E t+ and that 4 E e’lr for e;ach idempotent eES. If 
B E r+, then st E (S),. The converse is false (see Rcmar’k 2.16 (a)). 
2.10. Proposition. Ifs, t E Sand SE r+, then 
Roof, Since ts E (S),I, it follows that s(S): t is a subsemigroup. Since st E (5$), it 
suft?ces to prove that sbt c (Q for any B ;if (S)U. By lthe hypothesis, there exist 
s’, t”. 6’ E S’ such that a(S)) = 3, cr(t’) = t, a@‘) = b, P(b’) = 1 and #I(s’) = P(r’)-t . ’ 
Hence Q (s’b’t’) = sht and 0 (s’b’t’) = 1. 
2.11 1 Proptitian. Let a, b ES md suppose Q&Z = u. ?&en u E b? Furthermore, 
if b E (SjII, then a E (qu. 
Roof. Let 
be given, where G is a group and 91, fl are epimorphisms. Choose a’, 6’ E S’ such 
that a@‘) = u and ar@‘) = b. Furthermore, if b E (S), w choose b’ so that fl(b’) = 1. 
Since a& = a, ab is an idempotent. This implies that tbr some P 2 1, (a’, b’)” 
is an idempotent and a[(~‘, 6’)” ) = ab. Let ci = (r;r’bp)P--b’. Then (~(4) =u since 
abu = a. Now rllfrib’) = ab and @(bfr’) = I since cib’ is an idempotent. Thus P(i) 
= j3 (b’)- i ,so@Eb*. rf1,~(S)I,,C3(ri)=~(&‘)-~ = 1, soaE(S)*1. 
2.13. Rentark. If ah = a E (S),,, it does not follow that b E (S),, See Remark 2.16 Cd) 
2.14. Corollary. If u, b E S and ob (nr ba) is un idempvtent J cquimient o a, then 
a E b’. lf b E (S),i, thtm 4 f (,Q. 
Roof. If a6 3 Q, then ab R a. But ab is an idempotent, so aba = a. Proposition 2.11 
impliesa E b+. (ab J u and ab an idempotent iff aba := a iff ba .J a and ba an idem- 
potent.) 
S)l,. Since s is rcgulsr. there exists t E s such that sfs = s and rst = t. 
2. I I. f 6i (9,. so sts = s and tst = t in LVII. Thus (S),I is regular. 
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Therefure 
We claim that no element afS __- A’ (S) is type il. Natic:e that ifs& E S .. A” (S), 
< I iand there exists no mteger n such that sksH = sR. bt Z, be the cyciie 
rder I and let g E 2, generate 2,. Let S” b; the cyclic semigroup saf 
rated by (s, gj. Then we haveS AS*&&, where 4 (ski gk ) = Sk 
irk. glt ) = gk. Now let sk E S -- K (S), so k C r. Then there exists only one 
6 mcd (8). nameiy(sk,gk). Butfi(sk.gk)=gk + I, sirxek < r. I%us 
Therefore we have shown that (SJ,~ = {e] = I=‘ IS). 
%‘c nkw provide the counterexample, mentioned in l&mark 2.16. 
Thus t>!: (2.21) and (2.22), u, b E S and ub E (.!Q, need NM imply btz E (.5”),, [con- 
jature 2.16 (a)). Fuzthermsre by (2.2 I ) and (2.23), the conjectures 2.16 (b) and 
dc) are false. 
(b). Let S = W be a cyclic semigroup with S = Cri. x2, .x3, x4. .x5, x6 =x4). 
en(S)ln =(x4} by Proposition 2.i9(c),butx4x2 =x4 SOX~ E&Y But 
.x2 63 (stll. Thus conjecture 2.16 (d) is hlse, and in general, the Ideahzer of (A!$, 
fR .Y. 
rty contains S,, . 
Ik’c are now ready to assault the main theorem of tlhis section, Theorem 2.39, 
which determines JI regular typ II elements of a semigroup, and, in fact, gives a 
constructive method for finding these elements. 
2.24. Defutitkm. Let J be a rqpdar .? ctass of a semigroup S, cand let A and B index 
the R and L; class43, respecti%efy, ofJ. !48t MO (G; A, I?; C) be any Rees representa- 
tion t&@. Let It, 6 E 8. WC say that b and b are at;ta&zE*ci iff there exists a E A 
. ., 
sueh that c’ (6, a) 7c: 0 + C( b, u). (“Attached” does not depend on the Rees representa- 
tion d-men, but merdy upon the fact that the t-1 classes at (Q* b) and (a, b ) are 
both groups. But in pncticc, “‘attached’” will often be expressed in terms of Rees 
structure mafricct%.) Simitarly , if o, g E A ;nd there G:a;ists tr E B such that C (h, a) 
7~: 0 + C (b, 5’ ), then 11 and ti 21~ ~ttahd. 
“httachied” is a reflexive and symmefric relation on d and on B, but not transi- 
tive. Let %z~z~~f~a~t9”~ r;it~che#” he the transitivrtl closure of ‘*attached*‘. Thus b, 
ii; E B are transitiwdy attached iff there exist b f I . . . , b, E B such that b = b, is 
- attach4 to IQ, . . I , b, is attached ta h,,, = b. “Transitively attached” is an 
equivalence relation on A and on 8. 
2.25 b. &WWF&L It is an imm&afc consquence of the abovrt that the non-zero 
enf rks of’ any stnrcf ure matrix for J WCII~ in the TA bk~ks of J. Furthermore, 
each TA gi1oc.k ~4~ X Br is regular, i.e., for each a E Ai ‘there xists b E 1yi such t.hat 
C (b, a) + 0, and for WI& b E Bi there exists (I E Ai such that C (b, a) # 0. 
1f is also well known &at the subsemigroup, EG (Jo), of Jo intersects nan- 
trivially exactly tbse H classes of J belonging to the TA blocks. R. Graham in [ 1 1] 
showed the existence of a particular Rces matrix representation ofJQ with the 
property that the subsemigraup EG (JO) takes on a convenient form. To wit: 
2.26. Dcfinitlon (Graham normalization). Let-S be a O-simple semigroup. A Gruhanr 
rrumwllzation af’S :is any representation fS as a regultar Rees matrix semigroup 
MO (G;A, A;C) sur:.h that 
EG (S) = ?! 
1’” L 
MO (Gi;A, Bi; Ci), i = 1 F . . . ,, ?I (zeros identified), 
crela’)A, x B,, . . . . A,1 X B,, are the TA blcxks of the J cOassS -- { 0). and 
(h) cl is c restricted to Bi X ~4~. b~ec each G’, is a subgroup of G’. 
f. It IS well knouln (see e.g. 121, chapter 7, Fact t 23) that there exist functIsns 
)c :/o -+Gar+ : B*Gsuch that@ :,ti -M’ defined by 8 (9, a, b) = 
= fX (a)g& (b), Q, b) is an isomorphism from M onto M’. Atsa, it is weU known that 
[EG (&%!)I =EC (bf’). 
t (a. b) E A, X B,, SC) ((;,v a, b) 5 EG (M). Then @ CGi, U, b) = 
) Gt 6 (b ). a. 6) = (Ci,a, b ). Let I E Cf be the identity. Then there exists 
ch that f = X (a)g If (b)* ‘lheref~r@ X ttl)-’ S (b)-’ zg E Civ SO 
X (al-t b (b)-t Gi = Gia NOW 
G, and C;l are conjugate. 
For the converse. let X and 6 be as defined in the assertion. Let (a, 6) E A, X Sin 
lGl. Q, 6) 5 EC (Al). Then 
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pm.& fwr each g E G. thertr exists p’ E a- l (g) such that 0 (8’) = 1. Let S” 5 S’ be 
upgeneratedbythesef(g’ES’:fm~‘)=REGand~dg’)= 1).Then 
and 4 (S”) = (1) * Then there exists a subgroup G’ ,< A;- &S”), the kernel 
that Q (G’) = G. WC know that there exists an idemputcnt eE J’ such that 
a (e)E G {and 8 (s)= ! jt SOS” f’~ S’ # (I!. On the other hand S” n F(J’) = B). Thus 
we must hawe K (S”i 5 J’, and hence G’ 5 Jt, Q (C’) =: G and 0 (C’) = (I}. 
l_et S aS’& Wbe given, where H is a group. tit J’ be the unique 
uiar 3 ~zlass of S’ in a- t (S - {O} ).Then there exists a Rees represent a-
;A”, M’;C)ot’J’such that a’ :@ (G’;A’, A’;C’j -H M” @l&A, B;G’), 
gphism induced by or, id given by a’ CQ’, a’, b’) = (w (g’j, \LL (Q’ ), 
-----H G is an epimorphism &X Fact 2.29). 
Since each Tj is regular, choose (Q b,) EAi X Bi such that [Cf. oi, &I+) =H’ is 
a subgroup. i = 1, . . . , n By Lemma 2.30, there exist subgroups H; 5 J’, i = I, . . . q n, 
uch that or fHi’) = hft and fi (If,‘) = (I). Let Mii = [Cl, ~1, bf). Then 
re A: A’-+H.k B’ -+ H are maps. and w‘ : G’ -MI is 2 homomorphism. We know 
p’(G;,u;, ni’,= {Ij,i= 1,. . . , II. Thus X (ui) w’ (Gi) S &*) = (I). This implies 
. 
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;V6, may depend MI the norrnalitation C : B X A -+ Go _ We want to show that 
,Yo & JVtv. S:nce N,. is normal in G and A>)= NC (G,, . . . . G,J) in G, it is sufficient 
t4.t show thai the generatori. of the G, Ci (h. a) f 0, WC of the form & ib I ) - t j; (b, ), 
t&m Ibj and b+ are M the same Th block of B. 
Bt &, u. hjCe$’ (G;A. B;C) and sE S. the action ufs on Pi” (G:A, B; C) is 
ren tsy @, a. hi * s = IRf; (b), a. h). If (R. (z, h) --* @ggh. cr. h) is a renormahzation 
from $4”’ (G;A. B;C) IO iSfo (&;A, H;C’), then the action of s on MO (C;A. B;C’) 
(denoted by j) IS given by (g a. b) - S = &ji (bX u, bS) where bB = bs andf’ (b) 
=gb, i 1; OI)~~,~. Tl~is is easily checked. 
Perform rhe following normalization on the given Craman norm&Ation 
!A0 (G;A. B:C): Far each o E A, choose h, E B such that C (b,. u) 71: 0. De&e 
~~=C(bo.o)forailaEAandgh= I fo~dlbEB.‘Ihendefinej: Mf’(G;.4,B;C) 
-!.ff~t(c;;A. B;(F’)bui~.o.b)=tBpRRtr.n, b)=(C(ba,r1)g,4. b).CLairnthatC’ 
IS rtls~ ;f Graham normdilation and Xc = IV<-’ , 
Lct4Gi.t~. 6)be an )i class of EG (I”). Sincea EAi, j(Gi. ~1, b)= (C(pI,. U) G, P. b) 
= 4G,. O. h); hence ha E B,, hence C (h,, a j E G,. Furthermore C’ (b, a) 
--CYb.Il)g;~ = C Ib, u) C l.6,. u )- * E C$ if a E Ai. So under the normalization. 
E@ (I‘J 1 = lJ i II , M* IGj;AP Bj; C;]. Thus C’ is a Graham normaii~ation. 
Now let S represenl s E S under the notmatiration. Then, since gb = I for all 
6 E & & [b ) = fs (b), and it easity follows that NC = NC _. 
Let C’ [b, cl j f 0. To prove the assertion, we must show that C’ (b, u) E NC -. 
NoWe that C’ ib,, II) = 1, so C’ (b@, P) E ;Vc 1 for all u E A. Supjac ttia t C’ fb, 0) 
* I.Th~nbf6,butbltndh,areinthesamcTAblock.~~s=(l,a.h’),~en 
? = C’ {b, a) snd fs (6,) = C’ lb,. al = I. Thus fs (b,)- 1 fs (b) = C’ Ch, a), so 
C’ lb, a)EiVg,. This proves:VO _ 1 c < Y for every Graham normalization C. 
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t Refer to the previous lemma for the notaticjn.) It is easy to verify that EC (S) is 
well defined. 
2,35. Natution. Let J be a .J class of a semigroup. and let A and iB index the 71) and 
L r;lasSes CIf J, rcrip&z tivply . In what f.ofic- \is, we wili t;dk about parfitions of/l ;< H 
(or J), denoted hy r4 I X 8,. . . . ) A, X &, where A = Ua= 1 Ai {disjoint) and B 
.zz u ‘I’ f ~ I Bl (disjoint). What is meant by this is the partition of A X R whose equi- 
valence classes arc A, Y R,, 1 . * , AtI X B,, . and the complement. i.e., the set 
({Q, h) : 4s E A,. & E Bj atxi i ;f- i). The sutwts A i X L?, 
the MI& of the partition. Fo; exampie. if A t X B,, . 
l s 9 A, X B,: arlr3 called 
.*.., A,, X B,, are the ?A 
bloczks r&I. the asso&ted partition is ~aiicd the TA pmtitim afJ. 
Certainly, there exists a partition on A X B that satisfies 4 I ), (2) and (.7), namely 
the trivial partition A X B. ‘be existenct’ of a tinest partition;] satisfying ( 1) (3) is 
established in the next lemma. 
W. Ny 1 I i. the TA biwks ;~re all wntained in the blocks A, X BP i = I, . _ . . rr. 
By the dcfinitton of fransrtlvcly attached. all groups of J arc in the TA hlwks, hence 
m the biockr,4, X B,, i = I. . . . II. 
10 prove the t”trst statement. nol~ce by ( I 1 thal Ai 
nren.rfaErl,.thrna~A~~) tar wmej. But the TA 
exists b 65 fit!’ such that I/,$, is a group. But b E U,, thus proving the assertion. 
N=NC((/;(b)-l fs(S,:b,KEBi,i= l,...,t,sESarldbsfOfbs)) 
&roof. ‘!+ktic@ that for every i = 6. . , . , M, the partition of “$’ satisfies condition 
( I) af Definition 2.36, so by Lemma 2.38, each block Ali) X Biij is regular. 
We next show that condition (2) oi part (a) of the theorem, namely 
(2) there exist b E Btil, b E B&i), j + k and s E S str& that bs, bs t-: f@) fur 
some V, 1 < P .5 #Zj, 
is equivalent to the sCitenmit 
Condition (2’) is the dual of condition ( I). 
consider the relationship between the actions by s E S on the left and on the 
right of a regular J class given by the linked equation,* 
6, (b) C(bs, a) = C(b, ~4) X, (a) for all u E A, h E B. s ES. 
Since Bs = 0 iff zsjs Cb) = 0, and SIX = 0 iff X, (a) = 0, we conclude from the linked 
equation that C jbs, a) # 0 iff C (b, sa) + 0 for all 01 E A, b E B, s E S. I._ 
Assume that condition (2) hofds. Since bs, bs E .l$?), there exist a, a E A$) 
such th;it C (bs, a) + 0 and C (6s. i) # 0, by the regularity of the block A$‘) 
X S$j). Then by the tinked equation, C (b, sa) # 0 and C (6, ti ) # 0, 60 sa E Ai 
and sii-’ E c+(i) by Lenma 2.38. S&e [ -iL k, condition (2) implies condition (2’). 
Reversing the argument shows that (2) and (2’) are equivalent. 
Naw consider the fast equivalence relation, “wrn “. lt satisfies condition ( 1) of 
Motion 2.36. Also, “,m ” satisfies conditions (2) and (3) of Definition 2.36, 
for otherwise ither condition (1) or (2’) of part (a ) of the the theorem would be 
satisfied and **-m ” could be made more coarse via the ctrnstmctior~, ix. “-m + I ” 
* The linked equation is a direct result of the associativity of semigroup mUi@ication fsee 
[ iOf, p. 10, aind/or [a], chay\ter 7, f--act 2.14). 
**. T’hcrefore we can conclude by Lemma 2.37 that the type 11 partition 
a refinement of “-m”. 
We now wish to establish by induction that tflerc exls!~ aGraham normalization 
cB (G;A.B;c”)ofJU such that 
is lT restricted to Bi(m) X Ai(M ! 
* (G;A, B; 4?‘) b e any Gr&im normakation ofP. By kmrna 2.33 (b), 
PC Cjto, is Cl*’ restricted to Bi (0) X A i(o). Suppcse the assertion is true for 
nt, 1.~. there exists a Graham normakatisn MO (G; A, B; t?Pb) of p such 
that 
xist b, 6 E Bp(Pj for ScIme Q, and s E S such that bs E Bj’P’ and 
uch that C(P) (bs, 0) # 0. Let t = (C(@ (bs, a)-’ 1; (bj+ icl, b). 
~-t(C@+,aj-~ , a, bs j is an idenpttmt in J (see Comllary 2.14). 
a’ E A,@) such that C@j (b, a’) + 0. Since 6 E B,!p)q we have (NO, a’, 6 ) 
n by Propktion 2. J 0, t (No, a’, 6 j s c (S ja n J? Now 
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Furthe~nore, we claim that the subset 
- I 
go ifa E Ak(P), 
gl3 - 
I otherwise, 
I 
gr;’ if6 E BiP’. 
g&t = 
’ 1 otherwise. 
me effect of this normalization is that 
wIIere Ci(P + t 1 1s c@ + 1) rest& ted to B/J’ + 1) X Aif, + r 1. Furthermore, if
CtP * f 1 (b, a) + 0, then C@ + ri 1 (b, a) = C@, tb, a) or C@ + 1 ) Qb, a) 
=gc1, c’p) (b, a,g; ’ l Therefore, by Emma 2.27, C@ + * 1 is a Graham normaliza- 
tisn. Thts completes the induction step for case 1. 
C2w 2. There exist b E $@I, b E B&p). / #k, and f E S such that bs, 6s E B,(p) 
But as we have shown earliei, case 2 is equivalent to 
C&W 2’. T’her~ exist u, aE A ,@ ) br same V, and s E S such that so E ,$-@) and 
Adp). j # k. 
ow, in view of this equivalence, an argument ex3ctly dual to the one for case I
can now be used to join blocksi and k and complete the induction, step for case 2. 
we have established thae there exists a Graham normalization M t1 (G; A, 8; C) 
c~f Jo (where C = Cc nt 1) such that 
where Ci is C restricted to B/MB X Afm). 
Given C, let 
S~ISW C is a Graham normalization, No 5 N by Lemma 2.33. We want to show that 
Let Gj be the subgroup ofG generated by NO and the set J 
ThencfeariyN=NC(G1,. . . ,GB ) in G. We wilt show that hi0 (Gi;Afm), k$fm’;Ci) 
n,, , so byThe smoothing lemma (Lemma 2.3 t ) the de- 
sintze ( 1, a,. bs) and ( I , i, h,) E‘I (.~I,, GJ”‘. Thus WC have 
WC nuw wish to shc>w that the partition “*,n” equals “--•‘, the type II partition. 
and that (2.40) is, in fxt, an equality. Let A, X Ht. . . . , A, X 61, be the type II 
partjtioel. Since “-” 5 “+-,,I”9 
i=l I = I 
We wril prtwe u i ; * Qf” (.!‘;A ,, rrji; C,, = (.S),, (7 J”, whkh shows that, “2,,1” = “%“. 
To du this. we pass fronl 5’ to K&l,(S). K&j, is the tlcmlomorphism that identifies 
elcnlents that act identicafly on J . I’ The result cjf this is that F(b), the ideal ot‘S 
{:ons&ting of a.II J classes nut above J. IS mapped to (0). 
Let KM,(J) = J’, the distinguished _I class of KMJ (S). It is well known that 
IRM, is I- 1 when restricted to )f ~lazses of’J, and KM, separates f. cIasscs ofJ. 
Thus .!‘o tin be given a Kees representation fJO (G; A ‘, R; (“1. where KM, induces 
the hcrnlnmarphism 0 .24” (I;; A, B; (‘1 -* ?.1’: ((i; ,A ‘, 11; C’) given b)’ 0 (A. u, h k 
IUW equality m the above formula, then since U I = I Mr, (8’; Ai, Hi; Ci) is the 
~d1 rnverse image of U lf = I $4’ (N;di. Bi;pi) in J”, we must ConcNude by the htlmo- 
~~~~f~~h~srn theorem I, Proposition 2.4) that (S&j f~ J[’ S U f = I Al” (A’; A,, Hi; Cllc 
I(S) E R&(S). We claim that the row-monomial matrix re- 
nttmg the actton of s on M” (G;d, B; c) is identical to the matrix represent@ 
(G;/f’,tl:;P);thatis.b-s=b-Sandf,(b)=.~ch)f~raif6EB. 
(G;d,S;~~‘),sE$.Theni8 [@,ir.b).s] = (i@ @a, b)] 3, 
~hx FLhQ is a homomorphism. The ieft-hand side of this equation becomes 
(b). $L (a), b - s) while the right-hand side is @& (b), +_ (a), b l S). Thus 
= b - 3 and fs (B) = fS 46) for all b E B. 
From this we may conclude that the partition A ; X B,, . . , , A i X Bf ot'd ' X # 
es ignitions ( f 1. (2) and (3) of Definition 2.36. 
may assume without loss of generality that S is an R.M semigroup with 
ed ideal .I”. Every &men t of S can be iaithfully represented as a 
row-monomial matrix uver G. Furthermore, by Defiiition 2.36 and 
n of the normal subgroup N, each element is in block form with blocks 
*a *. l Blq awnd the action on tlhe blocks is 1 -I if not zero. That is, ii there IS a 
n-zecd entr)? in row f$ occurring in column Bj, then all non-zero entries in row 
Si occur in column Bje CtXMXSt?l~. all the non-zero entries, if any, of a column musIt 
occur in one row. These conditions are forced by (2) and (3) of Definition X36. 
FinaLly, every group entry in a non-zero block Bi X Bj belongs to the same coset 
of N. For if gt , g2 E G are entries in row b 1, b, , respectively, of /Ii, then gj 
= fs (bi), i = 1, 2. But R; ’ g2 =J; (.bi)- 1 fs (62) EN, by definition, so gf andg2 are 
in the same coset 0fN. 
An IZ X yt prrnutation matrix over a group G is a matrix which has exactly one 
entry from G in each row and column. The set of all such nratriees forms a group, 
and this group acts faithful!!: on G X f I, . . . , n) in the obvious way as a trans- 
formation group. 
Let H be the group of I X t permutation matrices !.lver G/N. To every elernent 
s ES let h! (s) E N be chosen as follows: Let Q : G ++ G/N be the natural epi- 
rnorphism:lf row Bi of s has non-zero entries belonging to the coset N& in column 
f$, then M (s) shall have the entry q (,g) in the bqh spot. Then, after the non-i!ero 
rows of s have been accounted for. make an arbitrary but fixed entry in each re- 
maining ruw ofbf (s) so that M (s) is a permutation m.atrix over G/N. 
For each g E G/N, choose a coset representative g E G so that q & ) = g. Thus 
thecaset~~lttapsontog.Chooset =lE~.Letk=n~ax((bli~:i=I....,r), 
i.e. k is the size of the ta@est B, block. ten X, =: ( 1, l I, . , t) and X, = { I, . . . , k} . 
Define $z : G/N X X, + R M#, N), the semigroup of aEl k X k row-monomial 
matrices over+ N, as foliaws: If few A, of s has no non-zero entries, then $, (h, i) 
is the zero matrix. if row Bi has non-zero entries, let g; be the coset representative, 
so cve*ry non-zero entry in row IB, is of the form && for some IZ E N. Then $, (11, i) 
is the rt X k row-monomial matrix obtained by taking the non-zero block in row 
Bj. extending it down and to the right with zeros to make it k X k, and replacing 
evev non-zero entry w< by K O& (hgi)- l. Since q (hngi) = itgi. ifngi and ‘igi are 
in the same coset of N and kng7 (6; )- 1 E 42;. 
We nsw use the divisision lemma [see Appendix 2 fo.r the proof): 
2.43. Divishn Emma, Let (X, S) and ( Y, T) be tnmsfcrmatim semigroups, and let 
$ 5 S be a set of genes ttws of S. if there exist a w bse t Y ’ 5 Y, a map 0 : Y’ -++ X 
Since S is an RM semigroup, (@ X f@, S) is d faithful transformation semigroup. 
We wish to show that 
end, fat every s f S define S in the wreath product by 
t 9 the members of each I$-. Then each h f R has a unique 
i ). where b is the jtft member of IQ. Conversely,, given any 
X,.(j,i)isthejth memberofBiifj<lBil,andifj=>I~iI-,(i.i$ 
and C j. i ) exists) 
X P9 by 8 [(O. 0, h, i)) = (0.0) and 8 [ (F2, j, 19, i)] =5 (ntl;, < j, i 1). 
then yj = (0, 0, h’, i’), so 8 (y ) s = 0 (yS ) = (0, 0) for all 
2, j, h, i) E Y‘tiere n # 0, j # 0, and ( j, i ) exists. Let 
first that ~3 = (0, 0, h’, i’). This means that (L, _!) J/, (h, ij = (0,O). 
row of I& (i.. i) has no non-zero en tries, which in turn 
has no non-zero entries. Thus 
Irsrly, suppose that y = (n, j, h, i) E Y’where n # 0, j + 0, and Cj, i ) exists, and 
t *vi = (n’, j’. h’, 0, where j’ # 0. Then (n’, j’) = (n, j) Gs (it, i). (TINS n’ + 0. 
’ # 0, &en j # 0.) We must show that (n’, j’* h’, i:r E 1” ;rnd 
8 Qj s = (~26, Cj. i >) s = (n&f, (t j, i?), t j, i ) s). 
SinceI” f 0, this means that the jth row df & (h, ij has its non-zero entry in 
‘+ and since (h, i)M (s) = (h’, i’), we have ( j, i ) s =c ( j’, i’>. Assume that 
is the entq in the ith row of M(s). Then h’ = 12gi. Since)\ ((j* i >) is the 
cj.i>ofs.f,(fj,i))=~~~andhn~~(hgi)-1 istheent@nthejth 
of *as (h. i). Thus n’ = n K r+2~j34gi )-I. 
w WB can conclude that 
proving the theorem. 
Letf$, 1)Ep;’ (1),where$EF(G,/NX X,, R M (k,N))and ENisthe 
identity matrix,, and suppose q (3/. 1) = s f3. Let s = (g, Q, b), and let b’ E B be 
such that C It&‘, a) # 0. Then & (b’) = C(b’, o)g. Let b’ = Cj, i). Let g’ = n6 E G 
be any group ekment. Then 
Hut 
while 
tfte theorem. t 
2.45. Rcvrrark. In the proof of Theorem 2.39. a constructive method is given tc> 
e the type II partition of J and to renormalise JO into a Graham ntxmdized 
tG;A. B;C) wrth the property that 
tZe&i) 6 Mii (jV,,,;Ai, Bi;Ci)s(Shl nJ”, 
I” t 
A, X B, is the type II partition, Ci is C restricted to 13, X Ai, 
subgroup of G generated by the idernpatents in J (ix., A$, 
a 2.33 ). We will give Rees representations satisfying (2.46) 
3 name: 
2.47. Mhition, Let S be a semigroup with a regular _I! class J. A Rees representation 
YFs (G A, B; C) of J0 is called 3 type 11 vtmvtal~~~~tii~vt iff I 
i.e., if’f (2.46) above is satisfied. Evidently, type 11 normaktions are Graham nor- 
i;e;ations. The converse is not true. See 2.52 for 3 counter-example. 
fn view OS Deanition 2.47, we now state Thearem 2.39, in 3 simplified and more 
camplete form. 
.2’:=NC(Cf,(b)-‘f,(6):b,hEBi, i=I,....vt,sESandbsfOfbs}). 
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Rwf. The “‘if“ statement is Theorem 2.39. Ii’ Ai0 (C; A, R; c) is a Graham norma- 
lizatiun that is not a type II normal.ization, then 
2.49. Renark. For every regular J class of a semigroup S, Theorem 2.39 determines 
every ;ype II element, and every element hus determmed isa regular element of 
(S)tI, 1 f S is rcgtiar, Theorem 2.39 fuiiy determines (S)tt , and (S)ii is regular (as 
was shown in Proposition 2.15). 
Any hopes that (S),, is regular in general are dashed by the foHowing cxampSe. 
Let S be generated by two idemputents, el and e2, where 
i’ lOV\ el = 
i 
010 i and 
OOOf 
Then S = EG (S) = (J$. S consists of four etemcnts ell p e2, ele2 and e2eII , and 
is not rcguiar. Thus (S),t is not always regular. 
2.50. Corohy. Let S blr a O-simple semigroup. 7krt EC (S) = (.!S),I. 
Pkoorf. WithtPut lass of generaiity. let S = MU (G; A, B; CT) in Grahaim normalized 
form, and let 
EC (S) = CJ j4” (iV*; A;, Bi; Ci). 
I” 1 
A,, X L$, is the TA partition ofA X B and A$ = NC ({C @, rl) 
in G. suppose dtere exist b, , b E BandsESsuch thatbls~O=+%p.Let 2 
a,b).~enf,(b~)=C(&i,a)gfO,i~ I,?,andbts=b2s=b.‘Ihiisirnplies 
tached. Let lq, b, E Bi. Then 
we can con&de that the type II partition is exactly the TA partition and 
.%[I zz N, where 
N = MC I(& (b, 9. ‘r, (b, 1 : b, - bl. s ES. and b, s ;P 0 :f bp} j in G. 
2.5 1. Codasp Let S be a union uf groups semigruup. TIIe rt 
any J class of S. Then J is a simple semigroup. We know that 
S),, : J a J class of S}. We wiil show that J f7 &SJD = EC (J), provmg 
, B;Cjand EC&f)= M (N&A.B;C). 
be the canoni& epimorphism. Then 8 : Iti0 (G; A, B; c) --t) G/No 
w @) is a homomorphism. (For example, see [2], chapter 8, 
Example 1.7.) Extend 8 to $ : J u F(J) --++ lG/.&# by 8 [F’(J)] = (0). Then 8 is 
omorph%~ from an ideal of S (d U F(J)) onto a monoid, (G/N~#, so 8 
uniquely to afI of S, i.e. t&m exists 9 : S - (G/NO)* such that 
F (J)) = d I xow (S), ,< $ -I ({(.I* l}),ajd(S)II nJ<‘O--* (0, but O--l (1) 
= EC&O. Thus (St11 n J Zt? EC iJ). But EC(f) 5 (.QII fl J, so we have equality. 
2.52. Example. Theorem 2.39 is now used to prove that #,+ sft;. We present an 
m~~oup S with distinguished i eal J: = MO (Zq ; A, B; C), where Z4 
t tt.i,i2,i3}isthecyclicgroupoforder4,A={1,2,3,4}.B={~,2,3),and 
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For notational c~nvenicn~e, iz = ! and i3 = . i. 
The remainder of the elements of S arc represented as 3 X 3 row-monomial 
matrices over 2,. said representation givitqg the action of the element on the right 
of J(I’ *, For example, if 
/I 0 Oli ,q Q ot 
St = 10 0 
\ 
0; and .s2 = jo 00;. 
0 1 o/ 10 -1 01 
The rxisteru of these two clemcnts will force (S),, tu be nl)n-c‘ombinat~r’ial, so 
Ss (S)3 2. 
We nuw proceed to determine the type II partilion of J, and a type II nurma- 
Citation ofJi’. in its present form,Jy is in Graham normalized form. The TA blocks 
of R 3w ( 1 c 3) and ( 2}, ml N,, s {I}. The element s1 sends 1 to B and 3 to 2, so 
the typ JJ partition ufJ, is the trivial partition A X H. JGthermore, since 
1, I ( I ). 1 fs 1 ( 3) = t , we see by the method given in the prrrof of Theorem 2. SC) 
for finding a type JJ normalization that 
so Jy is already in typ 11 normaiirJed fsrnt. 
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i ilj=S, 
xtj,= 
I trthcfwrsc, 
~od c) . U -i* Z4 1s defined by 
1 
i3 ifj = 2, 
srj,= 
i 1 otherwise 
(((1. --!},a. 6). .kb)=(l, l,.(J,3),1?, 1),(~.3),~3,~),(4, M4,3)) 
5 (Sj,, n Jy is not in the proper form AP QjV; A, B; C). and M’-’ (A$; A, B; c”) is 
mqpup of (SjlI Wi’. If one mistakenly used this normalixatic~n to Mom- 
te the type Ii ekxnents. one wouid find that 
,b’ = NC (us (b)-1 fs (6 ) : s ES, bs # 0 # 6s)) in 2, 
et 5 represent s ES after the normAiization asslxirrted with X : R --, 2, 
Therrj+ (3)-1fjl(l)=iEiC;.soiC:=2,. 
The above example, then. shows that all Graham normalizations 31-e not type II 
normalizati~~ns, and that the type II normaiir,ations must be used ta get (S)II C Jo 
itr its canonical fbrm. 
5 3. CW 5 (2, G) iff (S),, combinatoriat 
Proof. That C (S) 5 { 2, G) implies {S),I is combinatorial was shown in Proposition 
2.19. We prove the converse herre by an inductaon argument UC the isrder 1 S 1 of S. 
Nvticc that if (Jj,, is combinatorial and T i S, then (7&, is combinatorial, since 
( T)B 1 (S jtl by f)yoposit ian 2.4. We first describe how, by standard nxthods in the 
theory af complexity, we reduce the proof to handling the caw when S is a GM 
semigroup. 
Let [ S / = n, and suppose the assertion is true for all semigroups with order less 
than n, By Axiom I for campeixity (ice 121, Fact 6 .22), ifS is a subdirect product 
of scmigrwups St, . . . , ifiN (written S 5 4: St X . , . X Sn )* then C (S) 
=LUF3 {C(Si) :i=l* * . , tz}. S is subdirec tly decomposable if there exist St , . . . , S,, 
such thatS~ SS, X . . . X S, and 1 Sj 1 < [ S I for each i = 1, I . . . n. 
Assume that S is subdirectly decomposable. Then since S --w Si for each 
i = f 
l * * 
AxiiA 1. 
n, (Si)It is combinatorial dnd by induction. C (S& 5 (2.6). Thus, by 
c~S)=LUR(C(si):i=I,...*I?} Few. 
Now we assume that S is subdirectly indecomposable. Tl~ttn S is either a GM 
’ r~up or a scmigroup with a non-trlvial combinatorirrl ideal l. Assume the latter. 
the natural epimorphism S -W S/I is 3 7 -homomorphism ( I - 1 on subgroups af 
S), ~0 by the iundiiftxnt;4l lefmm id complexity (see $ 1 before ‘Definition 1.7, or 
ay assume that S is a GM semigroup. Now we use the results uf 5 2. Let 
_7 class of S. C&e Jo a type II normrilizatilofr P (G; A, B; C). 
t’,,. . . .A, X B, be the type II &cks. Then 
2.39. every element ol’S, viewed as a 
uw-monomial matrix over G determined by the normalization of I’>. ‘. 
fm with respect o (Bt . . . . , I+) and every nan-zerlo entry in a blmk 
ttr the same coset of N. Since N = (I} , this means that all non-zero entries 
n block are the same. As in the proof of Theorem 2.39. *For each s E S, 
H of all I X I row and (column monomial 
trtces cover G as follows: If row Bj of s has an entry R f G in c&umn i$ then 
rail have the entryg in the ijth spot. Then after the ncln-zero blocks have 
fixed entry in each rP!maining tow of 
that ilaffp) is a permutatiOn matrix Over G. 
incc S is a U4 semigroup, (Go X BO, S) is a faithful transftimtation semigr~up, 
Q +P and bs # 0 ifff, (tf) # 0. if 6s + 0, then 
row of s (occuning in cofumn bs). ?ll~e action an the 
din;rte c’an be given by the homomorphic image S -++ RLM (S), because 
, MM (5)) is a faithful right transformation sent&group and (II) l RLM (s) = bs 
.M (S) I< 1 S i . so C [RLM (S)] <: 12. G). 
e now use the division lemma (Appendix 2) to establish ‘th;;tt 
q t), This will imply C(S) 5 f 2, G), proving the theorem. 
H X MM (S) be defined by s^ = (M (s), RCM (r)). 
(3.3) is estabhshled and the thwrem proven. 
5 4. Type b subsemigroups 
Type I subwmigroups of S were dczfined in DeMtion 1 
semigroups in Detltnition I.10 fsee dso Fact I. 12). 
7 and absolute type I 
.>S’x, antLV=(.xI.. . . ,x,,), then 
mfy the hypothesis of Propclsition 4.1. An example is given as follows: 
miptoup with group of units Z_ 7 . writttn In&iplicatively as 
of s, and S =Z, +N (<disjoint uniun)~, vclhere N =: (a, b, 0) 
so EC’ is, a nuit ideal of S. Let 8 be the z~,sro af S.. Let 
--l)*b=b*(--l)=a.~henN=(o.b.O>and~Sta 
(b, 0) and N* 0 =: (0). Thus jV dws not 
neral proposttion about type t subsemigroups similar ta 
pe 11 semigroups. 
. WC first prove (a). suppose 
mei5, with C a combinatorial semigroup. Consider 
I’, S)E T’ x s : a(t) =e (s)}< < T' X S. 
Qder 
7 dt’, s) = s and d (t’, s) = /3 (t’). Then by hypothesis there! exists D, <D 
thatr(Dt)=St andS(Dt)isan“Kt” subsemigroup of c’.. But consider 
D - T with A (r’, s) = (L (t’) = 0 (9). Then since 7 (Dt ) = St it follows that 
(St ). Let p : D --i-* T’ be given by p (t’, s) = I’. Then 43 (Dt ) = &I (Dt ) 
l *. Thus we have shown that p (DI ) <. T’ and c)r (p (Dt 1) =:: 3 (Dt j = 8 {.S’! ) 
rJI [D, )) is ‘Xt “. This prove; (a). 
xt prove (b) using a compactness argument as in the pr,nof of Proposition 
tion of all diagrams 
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where Ck is a eombirratorial semigroup. The collection of ail such diagrams i  count- 
able so WC can let k = I* 2, 3, . . , . Now for each k consider 
NOW consider the list Tr ‘I Ti, 7$ . . . of SUbsemigroUps uf T. Since the number 
of subsentigroups of Tis finite, some T” must occur in the list infinitely often. 
kit then T* < T, 8 (T”) = St, and for each k there exists T;i’ so that &k (7’;) = T* 
and ok (7’;) is Yt, ‘*. “Thus T* is type I with respect o T and 8 (I’*) = S, . This 
proves (b) and hence Proposition 4.3. 
Let S denote the collection of all finite semigroups and let N = { 0, 1, 2, . . ) 
denote the non-negative integers. We m.w apply Propositions 2.4 and 4.3 to prove 
that #s : S + Iv (see Lktlnjtion 1.20) satisfies “Axioms I and 11” (see [ 131 :.md [ 2 1, 
chapter 9, and [ 141). We recall that S < 5 St X . . . X S, denotes that S is a sub- 
direct product of St, . . . , S,!. 
.IfS<T,then ffs (S) 1. gs (T) since if Si _ <S is type 1 Iwith respect rJ S, then 
T k type I tith respect o T. Let 8 : T-w S, and let 
chain of sutrsem$roups of S with #s (5) = ti. Then by Propositions 2.4 and 
exj:sts achain of subsemigroups 
Ui _ 1a type 1 subsemigroup with respect to U,f -I . Cl’; 5 Ti a type Ii sub- 
of Ti .8 (0’;) = U’ and 0 (Ti) = Tj. Also, TA is non-kzombinatorial since 
= Tw is non-combinatorial. Thus qs (T) 1 N = #s (S). Il7hus S divides T 
KOWS-HSj fOri= I,. . . . m, so Rs (S) > qs (Si); thus #Fs (S) 2 max ( %J (2!$: 
i= 1,... , m} zz $. Now Iet SFS (S) = n and let (1.21) be a series for S. Let 
pi:s, x ..*XS, 
SC_ s, x . . . 
- Si be the jth projection epimarphism. *IThen, since 
X S,n and T,, 1 S is non-combinatarial, there exists a k with 
1 5 k 5 m such that & (T,) is non-combinatorial. Then contider pk applied to 
ies ( 1.21). By Propositions 2.4 and 4.3, this yields a ser~ies of the form af 
for Sk ; so #S (S) 5 ‘fs (Sk). Thus gs (S) = d, proving Blbxiom 1. 
e next verify Axiom II. Ckarly % c(0)) = 0. Since S - 7’ we have #s (S) 
T) by Axiom 1. Let ( 1.2 1) be a sties for S with n = #F~ 6). Then 8 applied 
ries yields a series for T by Propositions 2.4 and 4.3, where 0 (T,) is non- 
mbinatoriai since 8 is one-to-ane on subgroups and Tn is nor~xombinaturial. Thus 
+ (T) 2 + (S), eo gs (S) = +(T) verifying Axiom fl and prc.ning Proposition 4.8. 
8 5. An example 
tian. I (S) arE (S) denotes the set of idempotents of S, i.e. I (S) 
= e]. EG (S) dienotes ( I (S)), the subsemigroup ol S generated by the 
mprotents of S. l%e notation I (S) denotes the reverse semigroup of S, SO ob in 
I (S) ~~u~~ ba in S. Zn denotes the cyclic group of order n with generator x wtittm 
The example below will provide a sequence S,, S2, . . . , Sk, . . . of regular 
&generated semigroups with 4 (Sk) 5 83 far all k, but G{; (S,) = k = &$S, ‘I. 
Thus~()33,3) &WS writ extst. We note that it would leave been sufXent to show that 
J’(E, 2) existed for a31 Q since then f(e, g) must exist by using Neumann’s results 
[ t 2 1. WI etllbedding. 
It 1s interesdtftg hat ~(3 knuw of no counter-example to Conjecture 5.22 it 
=;tr; ($1 is rcpl~ed by sI IS). 
The general method next employed tiv generating examples i essentially dtic 
to Dennis Allen (5ee f I5 1 ani [ 1 hi :5. 
. We proceed via a sequence of lemmas. 
tSbcgeneratedby.q ,..., x,orS=$ ,... *x,).L~t6)-(bt,bz,h,) 
dA =(al.a~~a$ Let 
7 00 
CT= rot:, 
01 1; 
B X A matrix with coefficients in (0, 1) QP. Now let gE(-q,. . . , xm] and 
“1 0 o\ p 00; 
R*(g)= *. IO 0’: , L*(g)= 1 
0 Ogi 
iogg; 
:o 0 0; 
where R+ (dg) is a B X 4 row-monomial matrix and L* @) is an A X A colwmn- 
nomiai matrix wlih coefficients in S? Now by direct computation we have 
. * e+ (m times) where @ denotes the direct sum of matrices. 
f the generator of (x ). Define R ix) = c lyz , R* (xi) ald I; IX) 
$ I L* (xi). We note that 
for a.IIgE(“I,. . . , x,,~} . Thus frm 15.5 i and (5.6) we ubtain 
where l dmotes rn:ltriwlrnbtitipli~ation. Then (5.7) implies that 7’is a sm@roup 
with ideal !@ (iFi; ,I”, Y; c) and ix ) is a subgroup. 
We must fl~tw verify ( I f-. (4 1. First, ( I) tidlows trivk.tIly t‘rom the dietkition r~f C’. 
WC next verify (2) by &axing that 
where x+ is defined in Il)efimtlon 2.9. Using hpwition 2. P 1, 
We next vmfy (3 ). We first notice that T has a faithful representatm as row- 
trices over S given by the mapping xk -+ R (xk ) for .uk E ( .I- 1, and 
(S; X. I’; C) mapped to the matrix [zti J . where 
C(b,, a) s if j = b. 
=I! - 
0 othlrrwise. 
This represwtatwn is t’;litht’ut since S is ;1 m~~nt)iif. ( 1) holds ami no tw distinct 
~CNVS OI’C’ have their Leros in exactly the s;1me spots. Now we use the old “punch 
out the entry“ trick. tct Skeleton i 79 be the homomrq3h c image cd T resulting 
from applying the above rt7presentation and then changing. at1 non-zero entries to 1. 
Then by the Jetinitirm of the wreath product (see [I!] , chptcr 5) WC have 
. . . 
‘1 “2 . . .‘k 1, ii 
&wet cdcukmor~ one finds that 
(ia, t, bt - iJ) (u’. I’. b') = (a. I, 6) (ii - (a: t’, b')). 
c next claim 
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where 
Now we <obtain (4) by applying the following fact twice. 
1 , 
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Thus 5.3 (c) is established. 
Now using Lemma 5.4. Fact 5.25 and induction we find that the subgroups of 
7’ are subgroups of Z,, . Now. sincct .!$ is 30generated in the proof of Lemma 5.23, 
k+Pq3*3P+I= 34 * I = 82. Thus by Lemma 5.23 and Fact 5.25, the sub- 
groups ofS, + ] arc subgroups of Za2. 
Ncsw let t E 7’. If I E Zc (e = 82). then t lies in a subgroup of T. Otherwise, 
0 + t = (x. s, Jo)) and erther (x, s, V+ = 0 E Tar CQ, x) = 1, so (x, es, yy” 
= [XI P , y) for ali rt; __ > I * Thus, if we asmne for E E 5, that s3 = 0 or s2 lies ;n 
a subgroup of S,, then the sane remains true for t = Ix, s, JJ), Thus for I E T1, r3 = 0 
or f2 tics h a subgruup of Tt . 
NowIetrER=S,+t.lfrEz~~t (k+ 1 = 82), then r lies in a subgroup of!?. 
OtheNviser=(a,r,blwithtETl.IfCIb,o)= I,tller1(a,r,b)“=(a,t?“,&),sc~ 
either t3 = Q or PZ fits in a subgroup of K. if t + .d, 1 T and C (b, a) = (x, 1,. JY) 
E Ti 9 then r = 40, (x’, s, _Y’), b) with s E S = S,2 and 
so either ’ = 0 or P = (a, (x’, s, ~~‘ry)~ h) (since C has only zero and one entries). 
Hence in this case, 6 = 0 or 9 lies in a subgroup of T I]since rz = 6 + 82 ). Now 
suppme f =xi and C fb, a) = (x, ls, p) E T1. Then 
Thus either r3 = 0 or 
rk = (a, (xi (x, Is, Y,)~ *- 1 xi), bj. 
But (d (x, 1,. y j) k-l = {x’, 8 - 1 R y), where g is some element of a subgroup of 
Sn = S depending on .x1 and x (since C has only zero and one entries). Thus since 
ti 2 + 1 :=g. we have that p3 # 0 implies 
S.26. Rgonarrrk. l&on [VI has shown that +I (Sj = @,I; IS) [see Proposition 1.25) 
at two non-zero J classes. Thus *G fS’ll= 2, EG (S) combinatorial 
two non-zero, J classes is impossible. We note that EC; (Sj is combina- 
Appench 1. Definition of the cornplllexity function (7(S) 
isn. Let S be a finite semigroup. Then Irk \S), the cr~ntp!e~i~~ number 
t positive integer n such that 
either 
%a) IX,. s, 1. IX,. s, ), 4x5, s, 1, * - l 
sp .T& s, , . . . are combilnatoriaS 
) St, S3. S, , . . . are combinatorial 
re transformation groups. 
of S. C(S), equals 
ace t ransfornaation groups and 
semigroups; or
semigroups aJld IX,. s-2 1, IX,, Sd ), (x,, SC; ), . . . 
(w, 6;) iff (a) holds with n = # (S) but (b) never holds with n = #(Sj, 
fw, C) iff (bj hotds with fi = # (Sj but (a) never hofds with 11s # (Sj, 
tn, CvG) iff ‘both (a j and (b) can hold with 12 = # (S). 
itim. Define the ordering 5 on the set of all complexities by (n, a) 
) Iffeither (n, a) = (m, fib, or n *< m. or n = FII and Q = CvG. 
, Notice that this ordering makes the set of complexities a lattice with 
element ( f t CvG). This ordering is defined so as to make ti;e next state- 
T, then C (S) < C ( r). 
A.6. Rmwk. Group wrnplexity and complexity ax intimately related. To wit: 
Further, 
C(S) z ( I, CvG) iff S is trivial, 
C(S) = ( 1, G) iffS is a noctriviat group, and 
C(S) = ( 1, C) iffs’ is a non-trivial cornbmatorial semigrocp. 
AZ Defhitian. We dctine addition 9 for complexities in the obvious way: 
in,C) ; (n+m-l,Cj (ri + m, C) (n +m - 1.G) 
nt add 
---- 
?----- 
_yl- -- 
@ 1 Cm, G) 0% 6) (m, CvG) 
(03) h+m,C) (n +m -- 1,C) 
(n C) i (n + m, G) (n + m -_- il , C) (n+m - 1,C) 
let, CVG) -l (Mm- 1,cj (ntm- 1,C) (n +m - 1,CvC) -Pm- - --_ -c- 
Then, for example, 
(a) (UWJW,C)=(n+ LC), 
(b) (n, G) @ (1, G) = (18, CvC) a (1, G) = (n, G), 
(c) (n, G)@(l,C)=(r? + I,C), 
(d) (N, C) @ (I) C) = (n, CvG) @ ( I, C) = (n, C). 
Notice that “@” is not commutative. 
d&nrtis~ leads to the following easily verified fxt : 
s, please refer to [ 21, chapter 6. 
Appendix 2. The division lemma 
t (A’, S1 and ( Y. ?‘I be transformation semigroups. A usefui technique fc>r 
that (X’, S) divides (Y, r) is the following lemma: 
rsi. Let Y’ 5 Y, 0 : Y’ -+-I, X and the choices  + s^ be given satisfying (1) and 
1. Let 7’ be the subsemigroup of T generated by the xt (j : s E 3) . Then 
aY’, T’,ccY. s3by (11. 
Every element of T’ is a finite product $, . . . i,. Define 4 : T’ - S by ScTt ting 
)=sandexlending.i.e.,~(SI . ..S.)=s(j,)...s(J,)=s,. . . s,. 
ow that g is weli defined, suppose S, . . . S, = i, . . . tm. We must show 
=q... r,ES. FoAlyE Y’wehavey($ . . . i,)=_u($ *. .i,&. 
But B is ontn X and (X, S) is ftithful, so for all x E X, x (q . . . s,, ) E x (q . . . Q,~ ) 
and s1 . . . s,! = q . . . t,, . Thus p is well defined. 
Nova it IS easy to show that 4j3 is an epinmphism, so by (2), 
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